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Role Based
The exams align to real-world job roles.

New Exams

Relevant Knowledge
The content aims to relate to actual tasks in your job.

Azure Fundamentals
AZ-900 is the exam for the Azure Fundamentals 
certification.
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Microsoft Certification

1

Proficiency
Skills have been tested and you can 
handle the tasks outlined in the 
exam.

2

Certification
Proof that you passed the exam.

3

Credibility
Signal to companies that you know 
what you are talking about and can 
perform the tasks right away.



Microsoft Certification



1 Scores, Badges, Transcripts
Complete history of any scores on previous exams and tests. 

Certification Portal

2 Resources
Get the most out of your certification.

3 Future Proofing
Book new exams and stay up to date with certification news.



Certification Statistics

Salary

Certification No Certification



Certification Statistics

Cloud Jobs 2021 Influence

Jobs & Influence
Cloud Related No Certification

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/certification-benefits.aspx

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/certification-benefits.aspx


Certification and Efficiency



1 Proficient
Certifications demonstrate that you have the skills required.

MS Cert Summary

2 Employable
Gaining certifications often leads to higher salary.

3 Confidence
Certifications give you the confidence to make the right choice 
in Azure.



Course Outcomes

1

What and How
What features you can create and 
how you can create them.

2

Why and When
Context for lesson to make the 
content easier to remember and 
apply.

3

Real-life Prep
Learn the tools, tech and products in 
symbiosis. 



Azure Portal
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Azure Portal Home Screen

“Build, manage and monitor everything from simple web apps to 
complex cloud applications in a single, unified console”



Portal Features
AZURE PORTAL

The Azure portal functions are available through the 
web and on various mobile devices. 

Multi-Platform
Great tooling to keep track of current and projected 
spend for your Azure resources. 

Cost Management

The portal features and products are constantly 
updated. Good as you get the latest and greatest. Bad 
because it can be confusing.

Constantly Updated
Fine-grained access control to all your resources. This 
will make management and governance much easier.

Access Control

Single portal, single login for all your Azure assets. 

One Stop Shop
Create your own dashboards, layouts, workflows and 
colors. 

Personalize



Azure Command Line 
Interface
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Advantages
AZURE COMMAND LINE INTERFACE

It is simple to automate 
the CLI commands for 

future use.

Keep track of who ran 
what command and 

when in various ways.

The CLI works on 
Windows, Mac and Linux.

CLI commands are 
structured very logically
and all follow the same 

pattern.

Text commands don’t 
change and the CLI is in a 

stable state.

Stable Structure Cross Platform Automation Logging



Azure PowerShell
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Ready to Use
AZURE POWERSHELL

Comes pre-installed Text only



PowerShell

Cmdlet
A script that performs a specific task.
“New-AzVm” creates a new Virtual Machine.

1

Azure Resource Manager
PowerShell also uses the Resource Manager, like the Portal, to 
manipulate Azure resources.  

2

Versatile
You can use PowerShell for many other tasks and areas. Not 
just for Azure. 

3



Cloud Shell
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Shell Experience
CLOUD SHELL

Stand-alone In-Portal

Cloud Shell is an interactive, browser-accessible shell for managing 
Azure resources



Features
CLOUD SHELL

Dedicated storage to 
persist data between 

sessions.

A complete file editor. Included tools: 
interpreters, modules, 

Azure tools.
Language support for 

Node.js, .NET and 
Python.

Choose between Bash 
(Azure CLI) or PowerShell.

Access from anywhere 
using web or mobile app. 

Authenticated and 
secure.

Access Shell Tools Storage File Editor



Azure Mobile Apps
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Platform
AZURE MOBILE APPS



Features: Home Screen
AZURE MOBILE APPS



Features: Azure Resource Manager
AZURE MOBILE APPS

Azure 
Resource 
Manager



Features: Cloud Shell
AZURE MOBILE APPS



ARM Templates
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Describe Resource Usage
What are you updating, deleting, creating?

ARM Templates

Common Syntax
Defined language for all ARM templates, making it 
easier to formalize and learn.

Idempotent
Every ARM template can be applied multiple times, 
and the result is always the same.



Basic Example
ARM TEMPLATES

{
"$schema": "https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2019-04-01/deploymentTemplate.json#",
"contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
"resources": [
{
"type": "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts",
"apiVersion": "2019-04-01",
"name": "{provide-unique-name}",
"location": "eastus",
"sku": {
"name": "Standard_LRS"

},
"kind": "StorageV2",
"properties": {
"supportsHttpsTrafficOnly": true

}
}

]
}

“llama-drama-storage-1“,“acg-az900-update",             



Benefits
ARM TEMPLATES

Specify what you 
want, not how it is 

done.

Automation means 
humans don’t repeat 
the same mistakes.

Use a combination of 
multiple partial ARM 
templates to achieve 

glory — or at least 
complex templates.

Keep track of all 
changes to the ARM 

templates. 

Run the same 
templates once, 

twice, or as many 
times as you like. It 
will have the same 

outcome.

Idempotent Source Control Reuse Declarative No Human Errors



Azure Advisor
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Dashboard
AZURE ADVISOR



Course Introduction Summary
SUMMARY

Course Overview
Benefits of certification, course 
structure, and everything you need to 
help you pass the AZ-900 exam.

Azure Portal
Intuitive, visual one-stop shop for 
managing all your Azure resources.

Azure PowerShell
Fully supported by Azure with 
modules and cmdlets. A tool that fits 
into many different workflows.

Azure Cloud Shell
Works from anywhere using a browser 
or mobile app. Many included tools 
and features, including storage.

Azure CLI
A text-only way to manage Azure 
resources. A stable, structured way to 
manage your Azure environment.

Azure Mobile Apps
Use the Android and iOS mobile apps to 
be alerted and respond to emergencies, 
or just perform general maintenance.

ARM Templates
Use ARM templates to automate your 
infrastructure setup and avoid human 
mistakes. They are idempotent, can 
be put into source control, and are 
declarative.
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The Language of 
Cloud Computing
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Terms
THE LANGUAGE OF CLOUD COMPUTING

High Availability 
Fault Tolerance

Agility

Disaster Recovery

Elasticity

Scalability



High Availability
THE LANGUAGE OF CLOUD COMPUTING

vs

• You own the hardware

• Physical access

• You can’t “just add servers”

• You don’t own the hardware

• Add more servers with a click

• If hardware fails, replace instantly

• Use clusters to ensure high availability

Traditional Cloud

High availability is core to the cloud



High Availability

Traditional Computing

Difficult to increase number of servers and resources 
when you have to buy physical servers. 

1

Cloud Computing

Click a button to get more resources or servers. If a 
server fails, you just get a new one.

2

Cloud Fundamental

High availability is a cloud staple. It is done through 
clusters of “backup VMs”.

3



Fault Tolerance

Resilience 

Fault tolerance is part of the resilience of cloud 
computing.

1

Zero Down-Time

Faults caused by Azure are also mitigated by Azure. 

2



Disaster Recovery

Catastrophic Disaster

Hurricane, flood, tornado or cyber attacks are real 
threats.

1

Plan to Recover

Complete plan to recover critical business systems. 

2

Specific Points

Designated Time to Recovery (how long does it take to 
recover?) and Recovery Point (point of time data to 
recover).

3



Responsiveness
THE LANGUAGE OF CLOUD COMPUTING

Elasticity

Ability to quickly expand or decrease 
computing resources, not just VMs. 

Elasticity enables scaling.

Scalability

Scale out, scale up or scale down. Use auto-
scaling for critical scenarios.

Agility

The ability to rapidly develop, test and 
launch software applications that drive 

business growth



• High availability means VMs can spin up fast to help process requests.

• Fault tolerance describes how Azure will ensure you have zero downtime for services 
provided by Azure. 

• Disaster recovery uses time-to-recovery and recovery point metrics to recover from 
tornadoes, floods and more.

• Scalability refers to scaling out or scaling up.

• Elasticity is the ability to quickly increase or decrease computer processing and 
resources.

• Agility means to the ability to rapidly develop, test and launch software applications.

Exam Tips
THE LANGUAGE OF CLOUD COMPUTING

Cloud computing has terms that are specific and critical to 
understanding it.



The Language of 
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Capital and Operational Expenditure
THE LANGUAGE OF CLOUD ECONOMICS

Operational Expenditure

An ongoing cost for running a product, 
business, or system on a day-to-day 

basis, including annual costs.

Capital 
Expenditure

Money spent by a business or 
organization on acquiring or maintaining 
fixed assets, such as land, buildings, and 

equipment.

Large upfront investments. Pay-as-you-go.



Cloud Pricing Models
THE LANGUAGE OF CLOUD ECONOMICS

Hourly Pricing
(VMs, App Services)

vs.
Consumption

(pay for resources used)



Consumption-Based Pricing
THE LANGUAGE OF CLOUD ECONOMICS

Per Execution

Per Second

Combination

You pay:



Consumption-Based Pricing
THE LANGUAGE OF CLOUD ECONOMICS

Low usage = Low cost

Win Win

No lock-in fees. Exposure to Azure.
=



• Capital Expenditure (CapEx) is buying hardware outright, paid upfront as 
a one-time purchase.

• Operational Expenditure (OpEx) is ongoing costs needed to run your 
business.

• Consumption-based pricing lets you pay only for what you use.

Exam Tips
THE LANGUAGE OF CLOUD ECONOMICS

Using the right budget in a company can enable huge 
change.



Cloud Service Models
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2

3

1 Infrastructure as a Service

Platform as a Service

Software as a Service

3 Cloud Service 
Models



IaaS

Infrastructure as a Service
CLOUD SERVICE MODELS

VMs & Servers Networks Physical 
Buildings

Infrastructure = actual servers

Scaling is fast

No ownership of hardware



PaaS
IaaS

Platform as a Service
CLOUD SERVICE MODELS

VMs & Servers Networks Physical 
Buildings

Middleware Tools

Superset of IaaS

PaaS supports web application lifecycle

Avoids software license issues



SaaS

Software as a Service
CLOUD SERVICE MODELS

Apps

Providing a managed service

Pay an access fee to use

No maintenance and latest features

PaaS
IaaS

VMs & Servers Networks Physical 
Buildings

Middleware Tools



Serverless
CLOUD SERVICE MODELS

Of course there are servers!

Azure Functions is the best-known serverless service

Extreme PaaS

Serverless (Extreme PaaS)
IaaS

VMs & Servers Networks Physical 
Buildings

Middleware Tools



Identifying Cloud Service Models
CLOUD SERVICE MODELS

Model Characteristics Examples

IaaS

• Organization has complete control of the infrastructure.
• Dynamic and flexible. You can do almost anything.
• Cost varies depending on consumption.
• Services are highly scalable.
• Multiple users share a single piece of hardware.

VM, VNet, Storage

PaaS

• Resources are virtualized and can easily be scaled up or 
down as needed.

• Services often assist with the development, testing and 
deployment of apps.

• Multi-user access via the same development application.
• Integrates web services and databases.

App Services, Azure 
CDN, Cosmos DB

SaaS

• Managed from a central location.
• Hosted on a remote server.
• Accessible over the internet.
• Users not responsible for hardware or software updates.
• Rate limiting/QoS.

Microsoft 365



Shared Responsibility Model
CLOUD SERVICE MODELS

On-
Premises

PaaS

IaaS

SaaS

Physical 
Infrastructure

Operating 
System

Network 
Controls

Identity and 
Directory

Application 
Management

Information
and Data

Devices 
and Accounts

You You You You You You You

You You You You

You You You

You You

You You

/ You / You

/ You



• IaaS provides servers, storage and networking as a service.

• PaaS is a superset of IaaS and includes middleware, such as database 
management tools.

• SaaS is when a service is built on top of PaaS, like Office 365.

• The shared responsibility model outlines who is responsible for which 
cloud service model. Is it you or Microsoft?

• Serverless means you don’t have any servers. It lets a single function be 
hosted, deployed, run and managed on its own.

Exam Tips
CLOUD SERVICE MODELS

Service is the core of Azure, and there are three main 
ways to go about it.
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Azure Marketplace

Solutions and Services

Large selection from Microsoft and partners. 
Apps, VMs, templates, services and so much 
more. 

1

Azure App Store

Buy cloud services with a single click (almost). 
Many categories of items to acquire. 

2

Easy to Integrate

Use from portal, CLI or PowerShell. 
Some are free, some are paid.

3

Publish Your Own

If you are a Microsoft Partner, publish your own 
services in the Marketplace. 

4



Benefits
AZURE MARKETPLACE

Efficient

It is much faster to build a project 
prototype by using ready-to-go 
services on the Marketplace.

New Markets

You can venture into new markets by 
getting the full exposure of the 
Marketplace.

Support

There is both technical design and 
architectural design support available 
when you list a service on the 
Marketplace.

Certified and Less Maintenance

Less maintenance than creating your 
own service or application from scratch. 
All Marketplace offerings are certified 
by Microsoft.



Cloud Architecture Models
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Private Cloud
CLOUD ARCHITECTURE MODELS

Pros

- Complete control of infrastructure

- Benefits of public cloud

- Better security and privacy

Cons

- Maintenance

- Staffing

Private Cloud



Public Cloud
CLOUD ARCHITECTURE MODELS

Pros

- No purchase of hardware

- Low monthly fees

Cons

- No control over features and versions

- No physical access

Public Cloud



Hybrid Cloud
CLOUD ARCHITECTURE MODELS

Pros

- Avoid disruptions and outages

- Adhere to regulation, governance etc.

- Span both public and private cloud

- Alleviate CapEx investments

Cons

- Complex infrastructure

Hybrid Cloud



• Private cloud is Azure on your own hardware in a location of your choice. All the 
benefits of public cloud, but you can lock it down. A lot of staff required.

• Public cloud is Azure, AWS, GCP. No upfront costs, but monthly usage. Little control 
over services and infrastructure.

• A hybrid cloud model is the best of private and public, but could be complex.

Exam Tips
CLOUD ARCHITECTURE MODELS

Choose your cloud architecture model wisely. 



Cloud Concepts Summary
SUMMARY

Language of Cloud Computing
High availability, fault tolerance, disaster recovery, 
scalability, elasticity and agility. Describes stable and 
dependable cloud computing, the ability to adapt to 
changes in resource demand, user base and application 
usage.

Language of Cloud Economics
CapEx and OpEx describe costs for computing. OpEx is cloud 
computing with a pay-as-you-go model.

Cloud Service Models
IaaS, PaaS and SaaS are cloud service models that pretty 
much all Azure products and services fall under. 
The shared responsibility model dictates whether you or 
Microsoft is responsible for a cloud service.

Azure Marketplace
An extra layer of functionality for your cloud applications, 
by letting users use and integrate third-party products and 
services.

Cloud Architecture Models
Private, public and hybrid approaches to using cloud 
computing for your business.

1

2

3

4

5
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Region Definition
REGIONS AND AVAILABILITY ZONES

“A region is a set of 
datacenters deployed 

within a latency-defined 
perimeter and 

connected through a 
dedicated regional low-

latency network.”

Definition from Microsoft documentation



Region Definition: Breakdown
REGIONS AND AVAILABILITY ZONES

“A set of datacenters” “Latency-defined perimeter”

A fiber connection between data 
centers in the region. 

“Regional low-latency network”

Latency is the time it takes data to 
travel. It also means data centers are 
not “too far” from each other. 

Each region has more than one data 
center, which is a physical location. 

Two or more data centers, not too far from each 
other, connected with a fiber connection



How to Choose a Region
REGIONS AND AVAILABILITY ZONES

Features

Some features aren’t in all regions. If 
you need a specific feature, some 

regions might be unavailable. 

Location

Choose a region closest to your 
users to minimize latency. 

Price

The price of services varies from 
region to region. 

You will often have to choose which is the most 
important: location, features or price.



Paired Regions

Each Region Is Paired

All (except Brazil South) are paired within the 
same geographic area. 

1

Outage Failover

If the primary region has an outage, you can fail 
over to the secondary region.

2

Planned Updates

Only one region in a pair is updated at any 
one time. 

3

Replication

Some services use paired regions for 
replication.

4



Availability Zones
REGIONS AND AVAILABILITY ZONES

Physical Location

Each zone has its own power, 
cooling and networking.

Independent Zones

Each Availability Zone is a 
physical location within a region.

Each region has a minimum of 
three zones.



Regions and Zones
REGIONS AND AVAILABILITY ZONES

Region
Zone

Zone Zone



Summary
REGIONS AND AVAILABILITY ZONES

Availability Zone

Physically located within a region, and 
each zone has its own separate 
power, cooling and networking. 

Used for protecting data from failures.

Azure Region

A set of data centers that are close 
enough to each other that it doesn’t 

matter which data center your data is in.

Latency is the time it takes for data 
to travel.
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Hardware

What is a Virtual Machine?
VIRTUAL MACHINES

Virtualized

Virtualized

Virtualized



Features
VIRTUAL MACHINES

Azure will recommend 
improvements to ensure 

better security, higher 
availability and greater 

performance.

Choose amount of RAM, 
number of CPUs, 

Windows or Linux.

Use Azure blueprints to 
make your VMs comply 

with company guidelines. 

Use the Azure Portal to 
manage large numbers of 

VMs and even hybrid 
clouds.

Manage everything 
except the hardware. 

This includes the 
networking components. 

Infrastructure-
as-a-Service (IaaS) Tools Compliance Recommendations Choice



Pricing
VIRTUAL MACHINES

Calculated Hourly

Resources

$ $ $ $



Use Cases
VIRTUAL MACHINES

Control

Use virtual machines when you need to 
control all aspects of an environment 
or machine. 

Application

Install specific applications on your 
Windows or Linux machines. 

+

Existing Infrastructure

You can move existing resources and 
virtual machines to Azure from on-
premises or another cloud provider.

+ +

Pros:

Cons:
Not for Everything

If you can use another Azure service 
instead, it is often worth it.

Maintenance

A lot of maintenance with VMs. 
Operating system updates, patches, 
security concerns.

- -



• A virtual machine is your machine exclusively.

• You don’t buy, own or control any hardware. Azure does this.

• Virtual machines are an IaaS offering, where you are responsible for the entire 
machine.

• Azure virtual machines take advantage of Azure tools.

• Pricing goes up as resources go up, and you pay by the hour.

Exam Tips
VIRTUAL MACHINES

Virtual Machines are at the core of Azure compute and are widely 
used.
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Definition
SCALE SETS

A group of identical, load balanced VMs



Benefits
SCALE SETS

Run up to 1000 VMs in a 
single scale set. 

No added cost for using 
scale sets.

Automatically match 
demand by adding or 

removing VMs from the 
scale set. 

If one VM fails or stops, 
the others in the scale set 

will keep working.

Simple to manage 
multiple identical VMs 
using a load balancer.

Multiple VMs High Availability Auto Scaling Large Scale No Extra Cost



Scale Set

Use Case
SCALE SETS



• Scale sets are identical VMs. They can be activated or deactivated as needed.

• A baseline VM for the scale set ensures application stability. A baseline VM is what you copy 
to make up the scale set VMs.

• As resource usage increases, more VMs are activated to take the load. 

• You only pay for the VM, storage and networking resources you use. Nothing additional for 
scale sets.

Exam Tips
SCALE SETS

Scale sets are taking virtual machines to the next level. And keeping 
your sanity.



App Services
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Definition
APP SERVICES

Fully Managed Platform

Servers Network Storage

Business Value Logic
Your Focus



Runs on both Windows 
and Linux Platforms.

Supports a lot of 
languages, such as 
.NET, Java, Node.js, 

PHP, Python and 
Ruby.

Azure integration 
for easier 

deployment. 

Auto-scaling and 
load balancing. 

Website and online applications hosted on Azure’s managed platform.

Web Apps
APP SERVICES



A container is 
completely self-

contained. 

All dependencies 
are shipped inside 

the container.

Deploy anywhere 
with a consistent 

experience.

Reliable between 
environments.

Deploy and run containerized applications in Azure.

Web Apps for Containers
APP SERVICES



Application 
Programming Interface

No graphical 
component. No 
user interface.

Connect other 
applications 

programmatically. 

Use a range of 
programming 

languages.

Expose and connect your data backend.

API Apps
APP SERVICES



• App services are a PaaS offering on Azure.

• Web Apps are used to host web sites and web applications.

• Web Apps for Containers can host your existing container images.

• API Apps can host your data backend services.

Exam Tips
APP SERVICES

App services is an easy way to host and manage your web 
application.



Azure Container Instances
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Features
Azure Container Instances

Less Overhead

Virtual machines require a lot more 
maintenance and updates. 
Containers don’t have any components 
relating to the operating system that require 
maintenance.

Increased Portability

Applications running in containers can be 
deployed easily to multiple different 
operating systems and hardware platforms.

Efficiency

Development, deployment and maintenance 
are all more efficient when using containers.
Scaling and patching is much simpler.

Consistency

The operations team can rely on containers 
being the same every time, no matter which 
target they are being deployed to.

Manage Application Dependencies

All the dependencies for an application are 
included in the container image. 
You can manage the application and its 
dependencies with confidence.



Workflow
AZURE CONTAINER INSTANCES

Software Development 
Cycle

Application placed 
in a container

Azure Container
Instances



Azure Container Instances

User to Run Container Workloads

Primary Azure service for running container workloads. 
A workload is your process or application.

1

On Demand = Save $$$

Use containerized applications to process data on 
demand, by only creating the container image when you 
need it. Save some cash in the process.

2

Works With Your Tool of Choice

Use the Azure Portal, Azure CLI or PowerShell. 
Whichever you like the most.

3



Azure Kubernetes Service
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That Name, Right?
AZURE KUBERNETES SERVICES

Kubernetes
- Greek for “governor” or “captain”

Also spelled “K8s”, because we need more abbreviations



Definition
AZURE KUBERNETES SERVICES

Kubernetes is an open-source container orchestration system for automating 
application deployment, scaling, and management

Open source.
Public code base and 

community involvement in the 
product.

Orchestration.
Keeps track of lots of parts of a 
system. Makes sure containers 

are configured correctly to work 
together.

Automatic application 
deployment.

Kubernetes will deploy more 
images of containers as needed. 

Automatic scaling.
Automatic monitoring of 

application load to determine 
when to scale the number of 

containers used.



Azure Kubernetes Service

Replicate Container Architectures

Reuse your container architecture by managing it in 
Kubernetes. This makes your setup quicker and 
confidence in the system increase.

1

Standard Azure Services Included

You don’t have to worry about infrastructure and 
hardware. Get identity and access management, elastic 
provisioning and much more.

2

Global Reach

Use Kubernetes with supported Azure regions and on-
premises installations using Azure Stack.

3



Azure Container Registry (ACR)
AZURE KUBERNETES SERVICES

Keep track of current valid container 
images

Manages files and artifacts for 
containers

Feeds container images to ACI and 
AKS

Use Azure identity and security 
features



Scenario
AZURE KUBERNETES SERVICES

AKS Cluster

Pod

Order processing

Order processing

Pod

Container

Container

Pod

Container

Container

ACR has the container images AKS 
is using

Node Node



Azure Virtual Desktop
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What Does It Look Like?
AZURE VIRTUAL DESKTOP



Use Any VM You Want
AZURE VIRTUAL DESKTOP

Azure Virtual 
Desktop VM



Benefits
AZURE VIRTUAL DESKTOP

Azure Virtual Desktop is a completely virtualized version of Windows, 
meaning it runs 100% in the cloud.

Reuse Windows 10 
Licenses

This will reduce costs and 
streamline license usage.

Concurrency

Multiple users can use the 
same VM instance.

Access Anywhere

Use Windows 10/11 from 
anywhere on any device 
with an internet browser.

Secure Data

Use Azure Storage to 
secure your data.



Functions
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What are Azure Functions?
FUNCTIONS

vs

• Install your own applications

• Access to the operating system

• Resource visibility

• An app service has no OS access, but has 
resource access

• Smallest compute service on Azure

• A single function of compute

• Called, or invoked, via a standard web 
address (URL)

• Runs once and stops

IaaS/PaaS Function



Architecture
FUNCTIONS

VM

No maintenance

No processes 

Nothing VM related

Just focus on your functionality!



Use Case
FUNCTIONS

funnyferret.com

One job to 
do!



Function Benefits

Only Runs When Needed

The Azure Function only runs when there is data to 
process. No traffic = no resource usage.

1

Saves Money

No resources running means you don’t pay for the 
function when it is not used. 

2

Resilience 

If your function fails, it doesn’t affect other function 
instances.

3



A Cloud Guru
FUNCTIONS

=     Serverless
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Compute Summary
SUMMARY

Virtual Machines
Virtualized hardware you control.
Spin up and down as needed.
Take advantage of the Azure tools available.
Priced per hour with many configurations available.

Scale Sets
Sets of identical VMs.
Scale sets automatically create and delete 
VMs for your application.
Provides high availability and protects against 
server failures.

App Services
Managed platform to host your applications. 
Web app, containers and API.
Supports a lot of programming languages.

Azure Container Instances
Hosts and runs your containers on Azure. 
Containers have less overhead than virtual 
machines and can be deployed consistently.

Azure Kubernetes Service
Open-source tool for orchestrating and managing 
many container images and applications. 
Uses clusters and pods to scale and deploy 
applications. 

Azure Virtual Desktop
100% virtualized Windows 10.
Access with any device that has a browser 
and internet connection.
Reuse licenses to save some bananas. 

Functions
Serverless Azure offering.
A function does one compute action each 
time it is invoked. 
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Overview
VIRTUAL NETWORK

Virtual Network (VNet)



What Is an IP Address?
VIRTUAL NETWORK

123 Smith Street
Guru Square

123 Smith Street
Guru Square



Address Space
VIRTUAL NETWORK

< 192.168.0.1 – 192.168.0.252 >

123 Smith Street

Similar to

192.168.0.16 192.168.0.17 192.168.0.18



Subnets
VIRTUAL NETWORK

VNet
< 192.168.0.1 – 192.168.0.252 >

< 192.168.0.1 – 192.168.0.16 > < 192.168.0.17 – 192.168.0.32 > < 192.168.0.33 – 192.168.0.252 >



Subnets

Resource Grouping
Group resources onto the same subnet to make it easier to 
keep an overview. 

1

Address Allocation
More efficient to allocate addresses to resources on a smaller 
subnet.

2

Subnet Security
Use network security groups to secure individual subnets. 

3



Subnet Regions and Subscriptions
VIRTUAL NETWORK

Regions

A VNet belongs to just one 
subscription, but a subscription can 

have multiple VNets.

Subscriptions

A VNet belongs to a single region. 
Every resource on the VNet must be 

in the same region too.



Cloud Advantages
VIRTUAL NETWORK

Scaling High Availability

Manage and organize resources with 
subnets and network security groups.

Isolation

Peering VNets, using a load balancer or 
using a VPN gateway all increase 
availability. 

Adding more VNets or more addresses to 
one is simple.



VNet Peering
VIRTUAL NETWORK

Azure

Peering



Peering Benefits

Low Latency, High Bandwidth
Resources in virtual networks are connected with a low-
latency, high-bandwidth connection.

1

Link Separate Networks
Resources in separate virtual networks can communicate 
with each other.

2

Data Transfer
Transfer data easily between subscriptions and deployment 
models in separate regions.

3



• An address space is a range of IP addresses you can use for your resources.

• A subnet is a smaller network, which is part of your VNet. Use these for security and 
logical division of resources. 

• A VNet is in a single region and single subscription.

• VNets in the cloud can scale and have high availability and isolation.

Exam Tips
VIRTUAL NETWORK

A virtual network is a fundamental part of your Azure 
infrastructure.



Load Balancer
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Azure

Usage Scenario
LOAD BALANCER

angry-llama.com

?



Inbound Flows Frontend Rules & Health ProbesBackend Pool

Load Balancer distributes new inbound flows that arrive on the Load Balancer's frontend to backend pool 
instances, according to rules and health probes.

Description
LOAD BALANCER

Traffic from the Internet or local 
network.

The access point for the load 
balancer. All traffic goes here 
first.

The VM instances receiving traffic. Checks to ensure backend 
instance can receive the data.



Scenarios

Internet Traffic
Balance the load of incoming Internet traffic into a system or 
application. 

1

Internal Networks
A load balancer works well with internal applications. 

2

Port Forwarding
Traffic can be forwarded to a specific machine in the backend 
pool.

3

Outbound Traffic
Allow outbound connectivity for backend pool VMs. 

4



VPN Gateway
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Virtual Network Gateway
VPN GATEWAY

Gateway Subnet

VNet
< 192.168.0.1 – 192.168.0.252 >

< 192.168.0.1 – 192.168.0.16 > < 192.168.0.17 – 192.168.0.32 > < 192.168.0.33 – 192.168.0.252 >



Azure VNet

Definition
VPN GATEWAY

VPN Gateway



AzureOn-Premises

Scenario
VPN GATEWAY



On-Premises

Main Components
VPN GATEWAY

Azure VNet

VPN Gateway

Tunnel

Site-to-Site Connection



• A VPN Gateway is a specific VNet Gateway. It consists of two or more dedicated VMs. 

• VNet Gateway + “vpn” becomes a VPN Gateway. 

• Sends encrypted data between Azure and on premises network. 

• Azure Gateway Subnet, secure tunnel and on-premises gateway makes up a VPN 
Gateway scenario.

Exam Tips
VPN GATEWAY

VPN Gateways are instrumental in a hybrid cloud architecture.



Application Gateway
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Compare to Load Balancer
APPLICATION GATEWAY

Uses IP address / port

Backend Pool

?
Internet Load Balancer

VM

VM

VM



Specific Routing
APPLICATION GATEWAY

Backend Pool

HTTP Request

Data format
URI = Web address
Host header = request data

“https://.../images”“https://.../videos”



Benefits

Scaling
Scale the Application Gateway up or down based on the 
amount of traffic received.

1

Encryption
Comply with any security policies. Disable or enable traffic 
encryption to the backend. 

2

Zone Redundancy
Span multiple availability zones and improve fault resiliency. 

3

Multi-site Hosting
Use the same application gateway for up to 100 websites.

4



• It works on the HTTP request of the traffic, instead of the IP address and port.

• Traffic from a specific web address can go to a specific machine. 

• Is a fit for most other Azure services.

• Supports auto-scaling, end-to-end encryption, zone redundancy and multi-site hosting.

Exam Tips
APPLICATION GATEWAY

An application gateway is a higher level load balancer.
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Overview
EXPRESSROUTE

Data 

• On-premises and on Azure

• Highly available 

• Periodically migrated

=



Network
EXPRESSROUTE

The Internet

ExpressRouteOn-Premises Azure



Content Delivery Network
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Content Delivery Network = CDN.

It is a distributed network of servers 
that can deliver web content close to 
users.



Benefits

Better Performance
Improve the user experience and the performance of your 
application. 

1

Scaling
Scale to suit any spikes in traffic, and also protect your main 
backend server instance from high loads. 

2

Distribution
Edge servers will serve requests closest to the user. Less traffic 
is then sent to the server hosting your application. 

3



Terminology
CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORK

Cache Origin Server

The original location of the files, such as a 
web application. 
It is the master copy of your application. 

Collection of temporary copies of original 
files.
The primary purpose is to optimize speed 
for an application. 
When a copy expires, a new copy is needed. 



Summary
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Networking Summary
SUMMARY

Virtual Network
A fundamental part of Azure. All services are connected to a 
VNet. Includes an IP address range and subnets. Belongs to 
a single region and a single subscription.

Load Balancer
Distributes and balances the incoming traffic to an 
application or network. Uses IP address and port number to 
determine the receiving VM in the backend pool. 

VPN Gateway
Connects your Azure network with your on-premises 
network securely. 

Application Gateway
Distributes incoming traffic based on HTTP request 
properties, such as URL and host headers. Same session 
traffic can be handled by multiple servers.

ExpressRoute
Direct link between on-premises and Azure. Enables a 
private, secure, high-bandwidth, low-latency connection.

1

2

3

4

5

Content Delivery Network
Stores a cached version of your application on an edge 
node. Provides better performance and less traffic to your 
main server. Content cache is updated as necessary.

6



Azure SQL
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Managed Service
AZURE SQL

Hardware IaaS

Azure



Migration
AZURE SQL

Frictionless Process

Cost Saving

Lower Total Cost of Ownership

On-Premises Azure SQL



Built-In Machine Learning 

Optimization 
Suggestions on how to optimize and improve 
performance of Azure SQL instances.

1

Warnings
You will get warnings about degrading instances and 
if anything out of the ordinary is happening. 

2



Cloud Benefits
AZURE SQL

Scalability Space

Benefit from the built-in security 
features of the Azure cloud platform. 

Security

Manage huge databases up to 100 
terabytes. Yeah, enormous. 

Scale your Azure SQL instances and 
get high availability as well.



SQL Database vs. SQL Managed Instance
AZURE SQL

Azure SQL Database Azure SQL Managed Instance

Most like traditional 
SQL Server

Aimed at migrating from 
on-premises



SQL Database vs. SQL Managed Instance
AZURE SQL

SQL Database SQL Managed Instance
Recovery from automated backups only Recovery from automated backups and full SQL backups

Geo-replication No geo-replication
Autoscale supported in serverless model No autoscale

Automatic tuning No automatic tuning
No SQL Server Profiler SQL Server Profiler
No SQL Server Agent SQL Server Agent

No Difference

Language features, database features, 

security features, data models

Differences
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Identity Services
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Authentication & Authorization
IDENTITY SERVICES

Authentication Authorization 

Making sure you are you

Confirming identity

First test for access

Comes after authentication

Do you get access?

Granular control



Access Management

Authentication vs. Authorization
You must know the difference to create effective access 
management. 

1

Keep out the baddies
Access management is critical to ensure only the right people 
and processes have access.

2



Azure Active Directory
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Active Directory

Traditional Office Use
Active Directory was designed for traditional office use with 
computers and printers.

1

What is “Web”?
The web as a concept or service was not part of the design for 
Active Directory. Web services were not part of the original 
vision for Active Directory in 2000.

2

Authentication
Active Directory authentication uses services that aren’t 
available on Azure.

3



Disclaimer
AZURE ACTIVE DIRECTORY

Active Directory IS NOT
Azure 

Active Directory



Azure Active Directory (AAD) Service

Mandatory
You can’t have an Azure account without an AAD service. 

1

First User
Every Azure account needs a first user and this user is in the 
initial AAD instance. 

2



Tenant

Organization
A tenant represents the organization. 

1

Dedicated AAD
A tenant is a dedicated instance of AAD that an organization 
receives when signing up for Azure.

2 Tenant

Separate 
Each tenant is distinct and completely separate from other 
AAD tenants. 

3

Max 500 Tenants
Each user in Azure can be a member or guest of up to 500 
Azure AD tenants.

4

User



Subscription

Billing Entity
All resources within a subscription are billed together. 

1

Cost Separation
You can have multiple subscriptions within a tenant to 
separate costs.

2
Tenant

Payment 
If a subscription isn’t paid, all the resources and services 
associated with the subscription stop. 

3



Hybrid Cloud Architecture
AZURE ACTIVE DIRECTORY

On-Premises AAD Azure



• Active Directory(AD) is not the same as Azure Active Directory.

• Different skillset from AD to Azure AD.

• Every Azure account will have an Azure AD service.

• A tenant is a dedicated instance of Azure AD. It represents your organization in Azure.

• A user can be a member or guest of up to 500 tenants.

• A subscription is a billing entity. All resources belong to a single subscription.

• Azure AD can help manage users in a hybrid cloud setup.

Exam Tips
AZURE ACTIVE DIRECTORY

Manage users and permissions with Azure Active Directory.
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Approach
MULTI-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION

Something you know

Something you have

Something you are



Two Factor Authentication - Example
MULTI-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION

************

jane.smith@outlook.com

3757



Single Sign-On
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Concept
SINGLE SIGN-ON

lars@acg.com

%FKwWwdcq3pR7%**S^M&@SD9j

%w4Ww72%**S^M&SD9j

%S^M&d6F@SD9j

4WwR72%**S^M@Sj
%FKpR72%**S^M

FKw4Ww72%**S^M&D9j

cq3pR72&d6F@SD

Kw4Wwdc*S^M&d6F

%@SD9j
%**S^M&d6F@SD9j

%FKw4Wwdcq3pR72%*

My$3cre3TpaSsW0rd



Azure SSO
SINGLE SIGN-ON

Azure Active Directory Seamless Single Sign-On

Enable SSO in AAD Seamlessly use all applications 
without logging in 

Single username and 
password



Example
SINGLE SIGN-ON

HR Payroll Training Lunch

Azure AD SSO

Azure AD



Summary
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Exam Tips
SUMMARY

Use a single username and password to log in to 
multiple applications using Azure Active Directory. 

Single Sign-On
A tenant is a special instance of AAD. It is the first AAD 
instance that gets created when a new Azure account 
is set up. A user can be a member or guest of up to 500 
tenants.

Tenant

AAD can help you manage users in a hybrid cloud 
architecture between on-premises and Azure.

Hybrid Cloud

The first service of every new account will be an Azure 
Active Directory instance.

AAD Is First

A billing entity that controls the costs of resources and 
services associated with it.

Subscription

You can’t use Azure without AAD. 
AAD is not the same as Active Directory (AD).

AAD Is Fundamental

An extra layer of security using something you know, 
something you have and something you are.

Multi-Factor Authentication
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Internet of Things
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Wikipedia

A system of interrelated computing 
devices, mechanical and digital 
machines, objects, animals or people 
that are provided with unique 
identifiers and the ability to transfer 
data over a network without requiring 
human-to-human or human-to-
computer interaction.



IoT Hub
INTERNET OF THINGS

IoT Hub



Scenario Introduction
INTERNET OF THINGS



Scenario
INTERNET OF THINGS

Water Network



IoT Hub Features
INTERNET OF THINGS

IoT Hub

Managed and Secure

Ease of Deployment

Platform as a Service

Scaling and Authentication



IoT Central

Software as a Service
Simplify and speed up the implementation of your IoT 
solution. 

1

No Coding Needed 
You don’t have to know how to write code to deploy your IoT 
project. Receive feeds from devices and focus on metrics and 
business value.

2

Pre-made Connectors
Use any of the hundreds of connectors that are ready to use in 
IoT Central.

3



Solutions
INTERNET OF THINGS

IoT Hub

SaaS solution that provides pre-made 
IoT connections and dashboards to 

get set up quickly.

IoT Central

PaaS solution that provides more 
control over the IoT data collection 

and processing.



Specific Hardware Security Operating System

An all-in-one solution for IoT devices on Azure.

Azure Sphere
INTERNET OF THINGS

You can only use hardware and 
chipsets certified by Microsoft 
for use on Azure.

Specialized security service that 
manages maintenance, updates 
and general control.

Custom made for Azure Sphere 
devices. Connects to the Sphere 
Security Service.



Big Data
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The World is Made of Data
BIG DATA



Company Network

Data Collection
BIG DATA

Value ?



Yeah, but how big?
BIG DATA



Big Data – Moving Definition
BIG DATA

- Data from Millions of Devices

- The definition of how big “Big Data” is 

changes as the industry can process more 

and more data



Business Value
BIG DATA

Big Data    =

Better service

Better products

More profits



Data Lake Analytics

Large Amounts of Data
A data lake is a very large body of data. 

1

Parallel Processing
Two or more processes or computers processing the same 
data at the same time. Data Lake Analytics includes parallel 
processing.

2

Ready to Go
Servers, processes and any other needed services are ready to 
go from the start. Jump straight into the data analytics.

3



HDInsights
BIG DATA

HDInsights

⁃ Similar to Azure Data Lake Analytics

⁃ Open Source, which is free and 

community supported

⁃ Includes Apache Hadoop, Spark and 

Kafka



Azure Databricks
BIG DATA

⁃ Based on Apache Spark, a distributed cluster-

computing framework.

⁃ Run and process a dataset on many computers 

simultaneously. 

⁃ Databricks provides all the computing power.

⁃ Integrates with other Azure Storage services.
Databricks



Azure Synapse Analytics
BIG DATA

⁃ Azure’s data warehouse offering

⁃ Used to be Azure SQL Data Warehouse

⁃ Used for reporting and data analysis

⁃ Only limited by your scope

⁃ Use Synapse SQL language to manipulate the 

data
Synapse Analytics



Outcomes
BIG DATA

Speed

Speed and efficiency of processing large 
amounts of data, provides real value. 

Cost Reduction

Save large amounts of money on storage and 
processing, by using a Big Data solution in the 
cloud. 

Better Decision Making

Immediate data processing and analysis in-
memory means you can make better 
decisions, and make them faster.

New Products and Services

Understand what customers want and 
provide them with much better products 
and services.



Machine Learning
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Microsoft

Artificial intelligence is the capability 
of a machine to imitate intelligent 
human behavior. Through AI, 
machines can analyze images, 
comprehend speech, interact in 
natural ways and make predictions 
using data.



Machine Learning/AI

Models
The definition of what your machine learning application is 
learning. A model is a set of rules on how to use the data 
provided. The model finds patterns based on the rules.

1

Knowledge Mining
Use Azure Cognitive Search to find existing insights in your 
data (e.g., file relationships, geography connections and more).

2

Built-in Apps
Azure has a number of built-in apps you can use for machine 
learning and AI straight away. These include cognitive services 
and bot services. 

3



Azure PaaS offering that lets you build bots for Q&A services, virtual assistants and more. 

Azure Bot Service
MACHINE LEARNING

Code or Visual

Create a bot using the visual 
editor or programming.

Language

Let users talk to your bot with 
natural language and speech 

integration.

Integration

Integrate the bot with other 
services, like Facebook 

Messenger, Teams, Twilio and 
more.

Branding

Use your own branding and 
own the data the bot uses and 

produces.



Azure Cognitive Services

Vision
You can use the Vision service to recognize, identify and 
caption your videos and images. Automatically.

1

Decision
Apps can make decisions based on content. Identify potential 
offensive language, detect IoT anomalies and leverage data 
analytics.

2

Speech
Automatic speech-to-text transcription. Speaker identification 
and verification.

3



Azure Machine Learning Studio
MACHINE LEARNING

• Supports all Azure Machine Learning 
tools.

• Pre-made modules for your project.

• Use for real-world scenarios, such as 
Twitter sentiment analysis, photo 
grouping and movie 
recommendations.



Machine Learning Service

End-to-End Service
Enables you to use AI and machine learning almost anywhere 
on Azure.

1

Tooling
The Azure Machine Learning service is a collection of tools to 
help you build AI applications.

2

Automation
Azure automatically recognizes trends in your applications and 
creates models for you.

3
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Are there no servers?
SERVERLESS

Yes, there are servers
You just don’t manage them
It is extreme PaaS



Azure Functions

Golden Oldie
It is the first “serverless” service on Azure. The Azure service 
most will start with when exploring serverless architecture. 

1

Single Task
It is called function as only a single task is performed every 
time. The function only runs once for each invocation. 

2

Basic Compute Unit
It is a fundamental compute action and can be run millions of 
times per second if needed. 

3



Logic Apps
SERVERLESS

Connect Systems Automation

No coding required to get started straight 
away. You just need access to your apps to 
integrate. 

Quick Start

A lot of ways to schedule, automate and 
orchestrate tasks and processes. 

Connect systems both inside and outside of 
the Azure platform.
Integrate not only apps, but also data flows, 
services and entire systems.



Logic App – Use Case
SERVERLESS

Order System

Logic App

If over 
$100

Database

Email

Email



Event Grid – What is an event?
SERVERLESS

Application
Event

Application 1

Application 2

Application 3

?



Event Grid
SERVERLESS

Event Grid

Cache

BizTalk

Cosmos DB

Azure Service

App Service

Linux VM



Azure Event Grid

Routing Service
Event Grid is a routing service for sending and receiving events 
between applications.

1

Serverless
No management of infrastructure components. Create an 
Azure Event Grid and start connecting services.

2

Ease of Use
Event Grid Makes complex cloud architecture simpler. 

3



• Yes, there are servers (they just aren’t yours).

• Azure Functions are the most basic of compute tasks. Does one function then dies 
until next time it is called.

• Logic Apps are a quick and simple way to integrate systems and applications inside 
and outside of Azure. 

• Event Grid is a routing service for passing events between applications that need to 
know about the events. 

Exam Tips
SERVERLESS

Serverless approaches work extremely well with cloud services. 
ACG is all serverless.
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Scenario
DEVOPS

DevOps is the work between development and production



Lars Klint

DevOps is, at its core, about 
people: how developers, 
engineers and system 
administrators organize 
themselves and work as a 
team to deliver better 
products faster.



Azure DevOps
DEVOPS

Azure Boards

Keep track of work tasks, timelines, issues, 
planning and much more. Project managers 
love this part.

Azure Pipelines

Produce and test your software automatically 
and continuously. 

Azure Test Plans

Design tests of applications to implement 
automatically. Quality assurance engineers 
love this bit.

Azure Artifacts

Share applications and code libraries with 
other teams inside and outside your 
organization. 

Azure Repos

Store source code for your application 
securely in a managed way. Developers are 
big fans of this part.

It’s free!
At least to get started…



Azure DevTest Labs

Environment Management
Allow developers and engineers to create environments for 
test and development. 

1

Cost Management
You won’t incur unexpected costs and will even minimize 
waste of resources on your account.

2

Templates
Tailor your development and test environments and reuse 
them with templated deployments. 

3



GitHub and GitHub Actions
DEVOPS

GitHub
• Acquired in 2018 by 

Microsoft.
• Code repository service 

for lots of big and small 
projects.

• A favourite among open-
source communities. 

• Microsoft themselves 
are one of the biggest 
users of GitHub.

GitHub Actions
• Very similar to Azure 

Pipelines.
• Build code, test code 

and publish code.
• Works with almost any 

platform, such as AWS, 
GCP and many more. 



Summary
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Azure Solutions
SUMMARY

Internet of Things (IoT)
IoT is a network of millions of connected devices that 
function without human intervention.
IoT Hub collates and manages data feeds as a PaaS 
product. IoT Central is a SaaS offering with templates 
and dashboards for a quick start.

Big Data
Processing and storage of very large data sets. 
Azure has Data Lake Analytics and HDInsight. 
This can lead to reduced cost, better decisions and new 
products.

Machine Learning
Use rules and models to train your AI implementation.
Azure Machine Learning Studio has pre-made models 
and tools to help you get started.
Azure Machine Learning Service is a collection of tools.

Serverless
You are using someone else’s servers.
Azure Function is a single unit of compute.
Azure Logic Apps can connect data feeds and 
applications.
Azure Event Grid is a network to route events between 
applications.

DevOps
Azure DevOps has 5 tools: Boards, Pipelines, Repos, Test 
Plans and Artifacts. Use one or more in your workflow.
Azure DevTest Labs lets you create full development and 
test environments easily and cost efficiently. 
GitHub and GitHub actions are tools that are similar to
Azure DevOps.
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Knights and Knaves
DEFENSE IN DEPTH

KingWallsMoat Guards Hot Oil Fortifications



On-Premises Defense

Physical Hardware
You are responsible for the security of the hardware, buildings 
and staff.

1

Layers of Defense
You will have several layers of defense, as with a castle, such 
as swipe cards, security guards, firewalls and more.

2

It Is Up to You
You own the infrastructure, so you are responsible for 
adequate defense of hardware and data.

3



Azure
DEFENSE IN DEPTH

Physical

Identity and Access

Perimeter

Network
Compute

Gateways and Firewalls

Data



Securing Network 
Connectivity 
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Firewall

Rules
A firewall defines rules for what kind of traffic can and cannot 
access the device or service behind it.

1

Variations
Firewalls comes as hardware and software versions. They can 
suit any type and size of network.

2

Critical Part
Any network that take security serious will have a firewall. 

3



Distributed Denial of Service Attacks - History
SECURING NETWORK CONNECTIONS

U.S. Banks

In 2014, CloudFlare was attacked with 
400Gb of traffic per second. 

CloudFlare GitHub

In 2012, 6 U.S. banks were flooded 
with 60Gb of traffic every second. 

In 2018 GitHub experienced 1.35Tb of 
traffic per second. A new record for 

DDoS attacks.



Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
SECURING NETWORK CONNECTIVITY

Web Server

1,000/s

10,000

Denial of Service attackDistributed



DDoS Protection Service

Many Internet-Connected Devices
A lot of computers and other connected devices target a single 
website to make it stop. GitHub had a 127M requests per 
second attack!

1

Protection
Detects the DDoS attack and deflects it. Various levels of 
protection depending on scenario. 

2

No Downtime
There is no interruption to your service at all. Azure will 
mitigate the attack globally. 

3



Network Security Group (NSG)

Resource Firewall
Personal resource firewall. Attach to virtual network, subnet 
or network interface.

1

Rules
A NSG determines who can access the resources attached to 
it, using rules for inbound and outbound traffic.

2



NSG

Network Security Group
SECURING NETWORK CONNECTIVITY

VM

VNet

Firewall



Application Security Groups

Protects Application Infrastructure
Focus the security on the application rather than the IP 
endpoint.  

1

Natural Extension
Group VMs and virtual networks into logical application 
groups and apply an application security group.

2
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Security Everywhere
AZURE SECURITY CENTER

Consistent and manageable cloud security is hard.



Overview
AZURE SECURITY CENTER

• Threat alerts

• Ready for hybrid 
architectures

• Each VM has an agent 
installed that sends data

• Azure analyzes the data and 
alerts you if necessary



Highlights
AZURE SECURITY CENTER

Policy and 
compliance metrics

Integrate with other 
cloud providers

A “secure score” to encourage 
great security hygiene

Alerts for resources 
that aren’t secure



Using Security Center

Define Policies
Set up policies for Azure to monitor resources from. A 
policy is a set of rules used to evaluate a resource. 
Use predefined policies or create your own.

1

Protect Resources
Actively protect your resources through monitoring
your policies and their outcomes.

2

Respond
Respond to any security alerts. Investigate all of 
them, and then go back to step 1 to define new 
policies to account for the alert. 

3



Regulatory Compliance
AZURE SECURITY CENTER



Resource Security Hygiene
AZURE SECURITY CENTER



Azure Key Vault
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Current Status
AZURE KEY VAULT

Attackers know where you keep your keys



What Is the Problem?
AZURE KEY VAULT

fcU8FIJ7m8a#

h%&&dz6%14Nr

1ea@w4HB!t68

hunter2
W0Cj&w!0yTr0

Sharing passwords and secrets with 

people and applications.
Azure Key Vault



Internal Network

Scenario
AZURE KEY VAULT

Internet

Web Service
Azure Key 

Vault

Internal Service

Internal Service Database



Azure Key Vault

Secure Hardware
The Key Vault hardware is secure too. Not even Microsoft can 
access the keys in it.

1

Application Isolation
An application can’t pass on secrets, nor access another 
application’s secrets. 

2

Global Scaling
Scale globally like any other managed Azure service. 

3



Azure Information 
Protection
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Where is your data?
AZURE INFORMATION PROTECTION

Do you know who holds your data?



Classify Data Track Activities Share Data Integration

Secure documents, emails and data outside of the company network.

Azure Information Protection
INFORMATION SHARING

Classify data according to how 
sensitive it is either using 
policies, or manually.

Track what is happening with 
shared data and revoke access 
if needed.

Safely share data as you can 
control who edits, views, prints 
and forwards it.

Controls for document access is 
integrated with common 
applications and tools, such as 
Microsoft Office.



Scenario
AZURE INFORMATION PROTECTION

Hi, I am Melanie Hi, I am Tony

Azure Information Protection



Azure Sentinel
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The What and the How
AZURE SENTINEL

Sentinel is a security information and event management (SIEM) tool.

Step 1: Data Collection

Step 2: Aggregation and Normalization

Step 3: Analysis and Threat Detection

Step 4: Things Happen (Mostly Magic)

Step 5: Take Action



Benefits and Features
AZURE SENTINEL

Behavioral Analytics

Sentinel uses artificial intelligence to learn if 
any detected behavior is unusual. 

AWS Integration

Data from AWS services can be fed directly 
into Sentinel. This gives you one approach for 
threat detection across your multi-cloud 
infrastructure. 

Cloud Scale

Sentinel can take advantage of the Azure 
cloud scale and deliver more accurate 
results fast. 

Speeeeeeeeed!

Free Netflix?

No, not really. But many very large 
organizations use Sentinel to protect their 
Azure cloud infrastructure.



Azure Dedicated Hosts
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Dedicated Hosts

Hardware Control
You get control of an entire physical server on Azure. 

1

Yours and Yours Alone
Physical layer isolation means you won’t get any “foreign” 
VMs on your dedicated host.

2

Maintenance
Reduce impact on your system by choosing when to install 
updates to your dedicated host.

3



Cloud Benefits

Compliance
Take advantage of the stringent Azure compliance in 
combination with managing your own hardware.

1

Global Infrastructure
Availability zones, fault isolation, high availability and scale 
sets come as standard. No optional extras here.

2

OS of Your Choice
Choose Windows, Linux or SQL Server on a range of VM sizes. 
Even save money by using your own licenses.

3



Microsoft Defender for 
Identity
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Users Are Unreliable
MICROSOFT DEFENDER FOR IDENTITY

You really can’t trust users.



Attackers

The Constant Threat
MICROSOFT DEFENDER FOR IDENTITY

Business Corporation



Microsoft Defender for Identity

Monitor Users
Analyze user activity and information. This includes 
any permissions and memberships of groups.

1

Baseline Behavior
Record what a user’s normal behavior and routine is. 
Any activity outside this routine will be logged as 
suspicious.

2

Suggest Changes
Microsoft Defender for Identity will suggest changes 
to conform with security best practices in order to 
reduce risks. 

3



Cyber-Attack Kill Chain

Reconnaissance
If a user is searching for information about other 
users, device IP addresses and more, Microsoft 
Defender for Identity will raise alerts.

1

Brute Force
Any attempts to guess user credentials will be 
identified and flagged. 

2

Increasing Privileges
Any attempt by a user to gain more privileges will be 
flagged. This could be through another user’s login.

3
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Security Summary
SUMMARY

Defense in Depth

You need multiple layers of defense for 
your infrastructure. Azure has physical, 
identity, perimeter, network, compute, 
gateways and firewalls, and data as 
protection layers. 

Azure Security Center

Monitor security hygiene for VMs. 
Define policies to protect your 
resources better and respond to 
incidents.

Azure Key Vault

A secure way to share access to 
applications and resources with third 
parties without ever revealing any 
credentials.

Securing Network Connectivity

A firewall controls the data coming in 
and out of a network based on rules.
Azure protects against DDoS attacks 
with no downtime to you.
A network security group protects a 
subnet or virtual machine.



Security Summary
SUMMARY

Azure Sentinel

Collect, aggregate, analyze and 
present security issues automatically 
for you to take action. 

Azure Dedicated Hosts

Your own dedicated Azure hardware to 
install Windows, Linux or SQL Server 
VMs on. Gives you control without losing 
cloud benefits like scaling, scale sets, 
fault isolation and availability zones.

Microsoft Defender for Identity

You secure and manage users of your 
organization. Monitor users’ behavior, 
create a baseline of this behavior and 
report on any anomalies from it. 

Azure Information Protection

Share files and data inside and 
outside of Azure and still maintain 
control over that data. You can control 
who views, edits, prints and more.
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Azure Policy
GOVERNANCE

Create Policies in Azure



Microsoft
Azure Policy

Governance validates that your 
organization can achieve its goals 
through effective and efficient use of 
IT.



What Is a Policy?
GOVERNANCE

Policy

Rule

Rule

Rule
Rule

Rule

A policy is a set of rules to ensure 
resources are compliant



Policy Compliance
GOVERNANCE

Azure Policy

Resources

Policy

Policy

Policy

Policy



Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)

Define User Access
You can define specific user access to individual resources. 

1

Minimum Access
RBAC can enable minimum access necessary to resources. This 
ensures only users with valid access can manage resources.

2

Target Specific Use Cases
Be very explicit about uses and access. For example, allow an 
application access to certain resources or allow a user to 
manage resources in a resource group.

3



Role-Based Access Control – Role Assignment
GOVERNANCE

Security Principal

An object representing an entity, such as a 
user or group, which can access the 

resource.

Role Definition

A collection of permissions, such as 
read, write and delete. 

Scope

The resources the access applies to. 
Specify which role can access a 

resource or resource group.



Role-Based Access Control – Scenario
GOVERNANCE

Admin Billing GeneralRole

Admin

Accountant

Standard User

Read/Write Read/Write Read/Write

Read/Write Read

Read



Locks

Assigning
Assign a lock to a subscription, resource group or 
resource. 

1

Types
A lock can be of two types. Delete, where you can’t delete the 
locked object. Read-Only, where you can’t make any changes 
to the object.

2

Locked Means Locked
A lock needs to be removed before the locked actions can be 
performed again. 

3



Users and Resources
GOVERNANCE

Policy

You are 
here

Users

First Half of Lesson Second Half of Lesson

Resources

Governance Keeps You Out of Trouble



Azure Blueprints
GOVERNANCE 

Blueprints are templates for creating Azure resources



Rules and Regulations

Azure Blueprints
GOVERNANCE 

Brand New Azure

Manually make Azure 
compliant 
= insanity

Use Blueprints
- Resource templates
- Role-based access control (RBAC)
- Policies
- Samples for common regulations



Cloud Adoption Framework

Collection of Documents
Lots of resources to guide you through the cloud 
adoption process.

1

Guidance
Help to define strategies for adoption, planning the move, 
“being ready” for the cloud, adoption reasons, governance 
practices, and managing a living, breathing cloud architecture.

2

Governance
Key to the cloud adoption process is governance of the 
process. The Cloud Adoption Framework is a big step in that 
process.

3



Azure Advisor for Security Assistance
GOVERNANCE

This is part of the Azure Security Center



• Azure Policy ensures that policies applied to resources are compliant.

• A policy is a set of rules to ensure compliant resources. 

• Role-based access control (RBAC) ensures user compliance through assigning a role to 
a user. A role is a combination of security principal, role definition and scope.

• Locks make sure that subscriptions, resource groups or resources are either not 
modified or not deleted. 

• Blueprints are templates for creating standard Azure environments. 

• The Azure Advisor for Security Assistance is part of the Security Center.

Exam Tips
GOVERNANCE

Governance keeps you compliant and out of trouble.
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Buying Azure Services
COST MANAGEMENT

You can’t use Azure without buying 
services and products.

But there are many ways to peel the 
banana (buying services).



Free Accounts

Yes, It Is Free
It really is! Free like not paying. Free like this cool pineapple 
picture.

1

Benefits
Many free services, as Microsoft wants you to get a taste of 
that sweet Azure juice. Virtual machines, databases, storage 
and more. 

2

Always Free
Some services are always free for everyone. Some totally free, 
some partially free up to a threshold. 

3



Free Accounts
COST MANAGEMENT

Your first Azure project could be….

* Need valid credit card
# Only one free account per MS account



Azure Cost Management
COST MANAGEMENT



Azure Cost Management
COST MANAGEMENT

Azure Portal Reports and Recommendations

Optimize your current resources to save 
money and monitor any Amazon Web 
Services charges too. 

Optimization

Get detailed spending reports and 
recommendations on how to save on costs 
and analyze them. 

Access the Azure Cost Management tool 
from within the Azure portal. Get a detailed 
view of current and projected costs. Azure 
Cost Management is free and included with 
all Azure subscriptions.



Azure Cost Management
COST MANAGEMENT

Azure Portal Reports and Recommendations

Optimize your current resources to save 
money and monitor any Amazon Web 
Services charges too. 

Optimization

Get detailed spending reports and 
recommendations on how to save on costs 
and analyze them. 

Access the Azure Cost Management tool 
from within the Azure portal. Get a detailed 
view of current and projected costs. Azure 
Cost Management is free and included with 
all Azure subscriptions.



Spot VMs
COST MANAGEMENT



Spot VM Usage
COST MANAGEMENT

Azure Compute Capacity



Spot VM Advice
COST MANAGEMENT

Don’t put any critical 

production processes on a 

Spot VM!



Spot VM Recap
COST MANAGEMENT

• Save money by using unused capacity.

• The VM can be evicted at any time.

• Use for interruptible non-critical workloads.

• Use with Azure scale sets.

• Set a max price for the Spot VM.



Best Practices
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Spending Limits

Default Limit
Some Azure accounts with monthly credits to use will 
have default spending limits. When the credits are 
used, the limit kicks in.

1

No Increase
When the credits are gone, either remove the limit 
entirely or leave it in effect.

2

No Spending Limit
Pay-as-you-go accounts have no spending limit 
functionality. 

3



Quotas
BEST PRACTICES

Property Limit Ensure Service Level

If you need to increase the quota for 
a particular service, you can ask 
Microsoft to increase them.

Quota Change

The quotas are necessary to ensure 
Azure can maintain their high service 
level. 

A quota is a limit on a certain 
property of an Azure service. For 
example, a maximum of 100 
namespaces for Event Hub.



Tags
BEST PRACTICES

Non-functional

Attach to resource or resource group

Use as many tags as you want



Using Tags
BEST PRACTICES

Identify Roles

Protect sensitive data by defining which 
roles can access a resource.

Related Resources

To make bulk processing and updating 
easier, define which resources are 
related.

Filter

Filter resources per project, customer, 
or for reporting purposes. 

Unambiguous

Create a list of used tags that includes 
description, tag name, and potential 
values. 



Pay as You Go
BEST PRACTICES

Pay as you go =  Expensive



Reserved Instances
BEST PRACTICES

Reserved instances can save you a lot of cash.

Can I reserve 
some VMs for 

a period? Certainly! Do 
you want 1 or 

3 years?

3 years 
sounds 

delicious!
Here is 70% 

off.

Not all Azure services can be reserved.



Reserved Capacity
BEST PRACTICES

Azure SQL

Save up to 80%

Cosmos DB

Save up to 65%

Synapse Analytics

Save up to 55%

Redis Cache

Save up to 55%

1- or 3-Year Commitment

Change regions, scale up or down, apply it to 
multiple subscriptions, and cancel at any time.



Azure Hybrid Benefit
BEST PRACTICES

Existing Licenses



Advisor
BEST PRACTICES

The Advisor portal gives you best-practice 
advice in general through recommendations.



Service Level Agreements
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Properties
SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS

Confidence

Critical to ensure confidence in the 
uptime and reliability of services.

Contract

Contract between you and Azure 
stating Microsoft’s commitment for 
uptime and connectivity.

Complex

SLAs can have various levels 
depending on the number and variety 
of services, which region you use, and 
much more.

Mandatory

If you have an Azure account, the 
various SLAs apply. No SLAs for free 
products and services.

Multiple SLAs

There are many SLAs in Azure. 
Generally, 1 SLA per product. You 
automatically use the SLA for the 
service you use.

Improve SLA

Having a backup of a service or 
resource, such as a VM in an availability 
set, can provide a better SLA.
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Disclaimer
EXAM OVERVIEW

A Cloud Guru does not control, nor 
have any influence over the Microsoft 
Azure exams. The information in this 
lecture is based on what Microsoft has 
publicly revealed about the exam and 
our general understanding of it. 
Microsoft may change the format, 
length or any other aspect of the exam 
without notice.



Time and Length
EXAM OVERVIEW

60 minutes to complete exam

Roughly 44 various questions 



Question Types
EXAM OVERVIEW

Click on an image to 
select the right area. 

Could be selecting the 
correct service.

Two types. 
Several questions with no 

going back.
Three true/false answers 

on the same page.

Drag a number of steps 
into the correct order of 

use or execution.

Decide if a statement is 
correct or not. Replace 
an underlined part with 

another answer if 
incorrect.

Three to six options, but 
generally four. Questions 

will have one or more 
correct answers.

Multiple Choice Statement Drag ‘n’ Drop Hotspot Multiple True/False

Review any question, except the first six.
There may be unmarked questions.



Exam Parts
EXAM OVERVIEW

Describe Cloud Concepts

This is 20–25% of the exam mark and chapter 
2 of this course.

Describe Core Azure Services 

This is 15–20% of the exam mark and 
chapters 3–7 of this course.

Describe General Security and 
Network Security Features
This is 10–15% of the exam mark and 
chapter 10 of this course.

Describe Identity, Governance, Privacy 
and Compliance Features
This is 20–25% of the exam mark and 
chapters 8 and 11 of this course.

Describe Core Solutions and 
Management Tools on Azure
This is 10–15% of the exam mark and 
chapters 1, 9 and part of 11 of this course.

Describe Azure Cost Management and 
Service Level Agreements
This is 10–15% of the exam mark and 
chapters 12 and 13 of this course.



Practice Exam
EXAM OVERVIEW

Not free L



Options for Taking the Exam
EXAM OVERVIEW

Test Center Home or Office

Proctored exam using webcam. You need to 
have an appropriate microphone, webcam 
and bandwidth. Your workspace must be 
completely clear, and no one else can be 
present at any time.

Select your preferred test center and book 
time and date online. 



Exam Outcome
EXAM OVERVIEW

Immediate Result Official Record

You can retake any Microsoft exam five 
times per 12-month period. Certain 
mandatory wait periods do apply between 
each attempt.

Retake an Exam

Your official Microsoft Learning profile will 
record your certificates. Get access to 
official certificates and badges.

Know if you have failed or passed straight 
away. You need 700 out of 1000 points to 
pass.



Feedback
EXAM OVERVIEW

Let us know what we can do better
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Explore the Microsoft Learn Catalogue
NEXT STEPS



Where to Start?
NEXT STEPS

Don’t try and learn everything in detail from the start



Mastering the Basics
NEXT STEPS

Portal and CLI Labs

Get familiar with Azure service design and 
how to use them. Many follow similar 
patterns that will become familiar. 

Explore

Short courses on learning how to perform a 
single task in Azure and cloud in general. 

Get a good understanding of the Portal and 
Azure CLI to manage resources. 

Focus on the foundations of Azure



Learning Direction
NEXT STEPS

Infrastructure Development

Launching websites, implementing security 
solutions, troubleshooting issues on Azure, 
connect to Azure services and using the 
PaaS offerings on Azure.

Managing resources, setting up networks 
and VMs, IaaS configuration and managing 
access to your Azure resources.



ACG Projects
NEXT STEPS

ACG Projects are longer courses that build a project from start to finish
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